
4. The cognitive roles of action and world

¿inking is one of the most notoriously intractable parts of psy-
chology since the thought process is not easily observed. … ¿e
designer, however, has never resembled Rodin’s “¿inker” who
sits in solitary meditation, but has in contrast always external-
ized his thoughts, not only as an end-product in the form of a
design, but as an integral part of the process itself in the form of
drawings and sketches. (Lawson 1980, p. 96)

4.1 Introduction
¿e topic of this book can be formulated as a question: ‡y do de-
signers work the way they do, when the traditional theories of cog-
nition and design say that designers should be doing something
quite di¡erent? ¿is chapter and the next bring the question down
to the level of actual action, looking at what happens moment by
moment, when the designer is sitting there working on her design,
with pencil, clay, balsa wood, or whatever, in hand.On this level, the
question becomes:‡ydo designers work out their designs physical-
ly, in the world, when the cognitive theories we have say that design
shouldbedone in thehead?¿estartingpointhere is thatconvention-
al wisdom in cognitive science holds mental simulation, planning,
etc. to bevastly superior tophysically working on a problem, because
it allows you to make predictions, test alternatives, and so forth. So
why do designers not do what cognitive scientists say they should? 

¿e answer I present in this chapter says that cognition is not an
activity going on inside the mind, but an interactive process between
mind and world. I present a theory that I tentatively call interactive

cognition which is an e¡ort to explain why designers do what they do,
on this “action” level. My main point is to show that an interactive
cognitionhas important advantages over following intramental prin-
ciples, being both simpler and more e¡ective at the same time. 

Sketching
A prototypical design activity to explain in this way is sketching: It
takes place in a simple setting and with only very simple tools; with
the designer sitting at her desk with paper and pencil. As it turns out,
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Q: You should begin with a discipline, even if it is arbitrary, be-
cause the site is so screwy—you can always break it open later.

After having done this,Quist starts to develop a solution to the prob-
lem he has set. He does so by starting to sketch over Petra’s drawings
to work out the consequences of his framing, at the same time de-
scribing to Petra what he is doing:

Q: Now in this direction, that being the gully
and that the hill, that could then be the
bridge, which might generate an upper level
which could drop down two ways.

We get a total di¡erential potential here
from one end of classroom to far end of the
other. ¿ere is 15 feet max, right?—so we
could have as much as 5-foot intervals,which
for a kid is maximum height, right? ¿e sec-
tion through here could be one of nooks in
here and the di¡erentiation between the
unit and this would be at two levels.

Now you would give preference to that as a precinct which
opens out into here and into here and then, of course, we’d have
a wall—on the inside there could be a wall or steps to relate in
downward. Well, that either happens here or here, and you’ll
have to investigate which way it should or can go. If it happens
this way, the gallery is northwards—but I think the gallery might
be a kind of garden—a sort of soft back area to these.

¿e kindergarten might go over here—which might indicate
that the administration over here—just sort of like what you
have here—then this works slightly with the contours—then

you might carry the gallery level through and
look down into here—which is nice.
Let the land generate some sub-ideas here,

which could be very nice.
Maybe the cafeteria needn’t
be such a formal function—
maybe it could come into
here to get summer sun
here and winter here.

(Also cf. the figures in chapter 3; unfortunately only redrawn ver-
sions of the figures are provided with Schön’s texts.) ‡en Quist
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there is little need for more sophisticated technology, because there
is little emphasis on the resulting sketch as such—sketching should
not be mistaken for the process that produces the final drawings, the
detailed and carefully produced drawings that will be the final result
of the designer’s work. ¿e aesthetic impression of sketches is there-
fore often far from the sophistication and elegance of the drawings
we usually associate with design; in this respect the one on the title
page (p. ii) is unrepresentatively beautiful (also see figures 6.1–6.3,
& Black 1990). Robbins 1994 contains drawings of the latter kind.

Instead, sketching is the process by which the designer works on
her problem, and as such it serves several purposes. She sketches to
understand her design problem and what it requires of her, to ex-
plore its particular circumstances and problems that must be tackled,
to experiment with di¡erent approaches to a solution, and to even-
tually work out her final design, among other purposes. ¿erefore,
the emphasis is on the process of sketching in itself rather than on
the product, and for the process paper and pencil are highly suitable,
and in their own respect quite sophisticated tools.

Beside sketching, there is a whole ecology of design techniques;
this topic is covered in chapter 6. Still, sketching with pen and paper
is widely regarded as a characteristic design activity, often even as the
very essence of what design is about (e.g. Schön 1983, 1987). This is
partly because it is so ubiquitous and typical of design in its various
forms; architecture, industrial and graphic design, and so on, and
partly since it is representative also of the other techniques: Archi-
tects use models of building sites and buildings, as for example Petra
had done in Schön’s protocol which I will discuss again below. Pro-
totypes of the developing product are ubiquitous among industrial
designers. ¿e various techniques exist because their di¡erences
make them variously suitable for di¡erent types of task: ‡ile paper
and pen are useful for designing floor plans, other media express tac-
tile and three-dimensional qualities better, for example.

Quist’s demonstration of sketching
To illustrate what designers’ sketching is like, I will return to the
episode with Quist and Petra from chapter 3 (Schön 1983), where I
analyzed the inquiring structure of Quist’s actions. Petra had set her
problem as trying to fit the school building into the slope of the hill,
but hadn’t been able to solve it. Quist instead reframed the problem
as imposing a geometry of his own, to bring “discipline” to the site: 
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whole inquiry, which serves the function that we usually call reason-
ing. ¿is is the means by which Quist develops a solution, and a func-

tion that we generally regard as cognitive. ¿is function does not be-
come less cognitive by involving other elements than pure thought.

‡en he comments that his solution “works slightly with the
contours”, he is referring back to his original problem-setting. In
Schön’s words, he has been conducting a drawing experiment, and
this comment shows that he is at least partly satisfied with the out-
come of his experiment. 

Quist also instructs Petra to use drawing experiments in the same
manner. He tells her to “investigate which way it should or can go”.
He says that she “might carry the gallery level through”, implying
that she will have to try it to find out.

The aspects to make sense of
In summary, there are a number of points about sketching that we
need to make sense of. One main question is why designers work in
this way; my answer is that it provides definitive advantages over the
intramental style. ¿is translates into some more specific questions:

· ‡at does sketching do that you can’t do intramentally?

· ‡at are the advantages; how can there be advantages?

· How do activities and materials contribute to cognition?

· How can they contribute; how can they have a cognitive
function? ‡at does it mean that they contribute?

A second problem concerns the structure of sketching activity, and
why it looks like it does:

· How can sketching have the highly integrated role that it 
seems to have in the cognitive process of developing a
solution? 

· How can you explain that there seems to be one single pro-
cess, sketching, going on; not two, sketching and thinking?

· ‡at are the functions of the stepwise dialectical and
moving–seeing–moving structures?

· ‡at are the functions of drawing experiments and 
“investigations”?
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here arranges the L-units on a line down along the slope, he deter-
mines the locations of these units in a manner that is typical of sket-
ching. According to an intramental account, he would conceive
their placement first, and then afterward make a sketch to document
his decision. But the protocol does not bear this out. Instead of fol-
lowing such a distinct and simple pattern—first thinking and then
drawing—Quist’s actions make up a more intricate structure. 

Schön (ibid.)called this pattern moving–seeing–moving.From Quist’s
descriptions of what he draws, we can see that his solution develops
as he is drawing.‡en he starts to draw, he makes a first “move”, im-
posing the geometry of the three “L”:s on the slope. In this case, the
move originates in his framing. ¿is move then allows him to “see”
or visually appreciate the consequences of his move on paper, and
henceof his reframing.¿enthis appreciation informs thenextmove,
and so on. In this way he continues to work out his ideas by sketch-
ing, step by step, where each step suggests what the next step might
be. ¿e cycles of seeing and moving repeat, they are incremental by
nature—hence the term moving–seeing–moving.

¿e way in which Quist verbally connects his descriptions of
what he is doing also shows that his own process of drawing makes
him think and have new ideas: Expressions like that could then be…,
which might generate…, and which might indicate that… attest to his step-
wise reasoning-by-drawing. He also says ¿ere is 15 feet max, right?—

so we could…, and so on. ¿ese connecting phrases indicate that he is
sketching to work out a solution, not merely to record his progress. 

‡at he draws is then clearly not just the “output” of something
he has already conceived in his mind; his words are not an after-the-
fact report of something he has already thought out. ¿e increments
instead indicate that his reasoning takes place as he is drawing. He is
using the drawing and the seeing as the basis for his next move, using
visual feedback instead of trying to visualize each step in his mind’s
eye, and he uses physical drawing of concrete solutions instead of
abstract reasoning about requirements and constraints. 

¿e protocol thereby gives no grounds for making a clear distinc-
tion between thinking and drawing. ¿e intricate pattern of Quist’s
activity gives little justification for treating them as separate activi-
ties, but rather as two aspects of one single activity. ¿inking and
sketching go on in parallel and mutually enable one another to move
forward. Drawing enables thinking to proceed and vice versa. It is
the entire physical activity of sketching, not merely thinking but the
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a model already exists; it then falls on myself to provide a correspon-
ding model of interaction/conversation. 

In an argument similar to the present one, Clark & Wilkes-Gibbs
(1986) pointed out that the writing-based model doesn’t apply to
ordinary spoken language, since it works as if the recipient weren’t
even there. ¿us, it assumes that also co-present conversation works
as if it were writing, where no reader is available. ¿e authors there-
fore called this the “literary model” of language production. 

¿e same thing can be said about intramental theories of cogni-
tion: ¿ey make the same assumptions about cognition: it works as
though the world weren’t there, even when it is:

For the crucial activities, at least of human problem solving of
any complexity, … take place centrally. ¿is is true even when the

desired object and the required activity are physical. 
(Newell&Simon 1972, p. 72, my italics)

Here I will be making an argument similar to that of Clark &
Wilkes-Gibbs: Cognition does not work according to the “liter-
ary”model if it doesn’t have to, just as conversation does not.

For the sake of comparison, consider what a person has to do to
communicate: Her problem is to make sure that her message will
make sense to the addressee. ¿e problem for a writer is that her
eventual addressee will be at a remote time and place when she reads
the message. Because the writer is separated from her addressee in
this manner, she can neither find out, nor ensure whether the text
will indeed be understood when it is read.

Often, the writer does not even know who the eventual reader
will be. ¿erefore she must try to make a prediction of who her au-
dience will be, and adapt her message to that prediction instead.
Moreover, even if she does know who her eventual reader is, she still
cannot predict very accurately what will make sense to her and what
will not. So the writer can neither find out nor know for sure that
her text will have its desired e¡ect. 

For a speaker the situation is entirely di¡erent, because the listener
is present with her right then and there, as she is producing her mes-
sage.¿ereby she can communicate the same message in a complete-
ly di¡erent manner. First of all, the speaker can get feedback direct-
ly from her addressee.¿ereby she can find out whether what she says
makes sense or not. ¿us, she can also know for sure that her mes-
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As it happens, these features of the working process contain the
seeds for answering the above questions.

4.2 Conversation vs. writing
Before going into the theory in full detail, I want to present a prelim-
inary idea of what interactive cognition is, and how it can have im-
portant advantagesover intramental cognition.Iwill do sobymaking
an analogy with twoways inwhich people use language: spoken con-
versation, and written communication via an intermediating text. 

In this analogy, interactive cognition corresponds to ordinary,
everydayconversation,where both speaker and recipient are co-pre-
sent when the communication takes place—this corresponds to an
interactive cognition (speaker) having access to the world (“recipi-
ent”).¿e intramentalmodel corresponds towriting.¿ere,thewrit-
er (intramental cognition) typically produces her message without
having the eventual reader (world) co-present with her at the time
of writing. (And symmetrically, the person writing is not available
to the reader when she eventually gets the message.) ¿is reflects
that in the intramental model, cognition operates as if it were com-
pletely isolated and remote from the world and thus its object of
concern, even in those cases when it is readily available and close at
hand, physically speaking. 

¿ere are two reasons why I use this analogy here, and will keep
returning to it in what follows: ¿e first is that ordinary language
use is a domain that everyone can relate to, regardless of whether
they are familiar with linguistics or not. ¿e second is that conversa-
tion is practically the only domain where interaction has been stud-
ied, so that there is some scientific work that I can draw upon. How-
ever, as this is merely an analogy, I have taken care to avoid the
aspects of conversation that have no correspondence in interactive
cognition, e.g. the other party having a cognitive capacity indepen-
dent of the speaker, and her ability to take an active role in the inter-
action.

As it happens, the traditional model of speech production is based
on the model rational action from chapter 1, which is intramental in
itself. ¿us, speech in this view consists in output, controlled by a
plan, which is derived from an intention. Hence, no feedback or in-
fluence from the recipient goes into speech production. ¿is shows
the connection between writing and intramental cognition, where
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she doesn’t stop at passively listening to whatever feedback the list-
ener will give her; there is also a second purpose with her speech.
Beside the obvious function of saying what she wants to say, she can
also use her speech to actively inquire into her listener’s understanding.
She can actively make the listener give her the feedback she wants.
¿is way she can determine much more precisely and directly
whether her message works the way she wants it to, getting precise-
ly the information she needs, instead of being content with what-
ever response the listener gives her. Asking questions is the most ob-
vious way of doing this, but as we will see there are other ways that
are much more sophisticated.

In written communication, the di¡erent activities are clearly
grouped into separate phases, happening at di¡erent points in time:
first writing, then reading. Conversation however does not consist
of such phases, where first the speaker’s questions explore the ad-
dressee’s background knowledge, then followed first by the listener’s
answers, and then the speaker giving the necessary background in-
formation that the addressee lacks, before finally delivering the mes-
sage itself. Conversation is not divided into such large separate
chunks, with di¡erent roles for the participants in each of them, for
instance with regard to who speaks and who listens. ¿e power of
everyday, informal conversation lies precisely in that it isn’t restric-
ted by the separation that makes writing problematic. ¿e ability to
alternate back and forth is what makes the compensatory measures
of writing literally redundant in conversation. And the more often
the speaker gets feedback, the less must she be concerned with get-
ting her speech right the first time, since she will know right away if
there is a problem. And if the listener can interrupt at any time, then
less time will be wasted on talk that doesn’t make sense to her. 

¿erefore, in conversation the participants’ roles are much more
democratically assigned than in written communication, with fre-
quent chances for each party to take the floor throughout the con-
versation, and with shifts between speakers occurring frequently
(Sacks, Scheglo¡ & Je¡erson 1974). In conversation, parties tend to
speak in small, brief contributions, and the floor alternates between
speakers frequently in an intricate yet smoothly coordinated web of
contributions from several participants (ibid.).

Finally, there is no need for a speaker to anticipate and try to pre-
vent any trouble that an addressee might have, since she can give im-
mediate feedback if it happens, and the speaker can then make the
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sage works as it should, and so she doesn’t need to make any predic-
tions as the writer does. 

On the one hand, the conditions for written communication here
are analogous to the basic structure of intramental cognition: In-
stead of operating directly on the world, it uses a representation as a
stand-in. ¿e representation is a substitute like the writer’s estimate
of her reader, and for the same reason it adds a layer of uncertainty.
On the other hand, just like a speaker, an interactive cognition in-
stead uses feedback from the source by interacting directly with the
world. ¿ereby it attains higher certainty with less work. 

Intramental cognition can of course use such direct feedback,
too; that is, without having to make predictions and estimates. But
to do so requires the same capabilities as interactive cognition uses,
in addition to the representational system—which then just adds ex-
tra e¡ort without any gain. It becomes a superfluous intermediate
step, standing between individual and world. Hence it is a literary
model of cognition: It treats the environment as if it were not di-
rectly available even when it is, just as the literary model of speech
works as if the listener were not there even when she is. 

I would like to stress that the relevant distinction is not between
written and spoken language per se, but whether or not the speak-
er/writer has the recipient directly available to her. ¿ere are situa-
tions where speakers are remote from their addressees, and others
where writers do have their audience with them. Still, the prototyp-
ical circumstances for speaking and writing capture the relevant dis-
tinction in an intuitive fashion. 

In addition to making predictions, a writer must deal with her
uncertainty by making compensations in the message. Typically, this
compensation amounts to making background information and
context explicit in the written text. ¿is will make her text longer,
typically a great deal longer than it strictly would have to be. ¿is
may be understandable if we consider that the writer cannot after
the fact make up for misunderstandings or problems that occur dur-
ing reading. Such problems will have to be averted in advance, in
the text itself, but still without guarantees of success.

In the literary model of cognition, these compensations corre-
spond to the elaborate plans and action sequences that an intramen-
tal cognition must prepare, since it has to provide for all eventuali-
ties that may occur—and then some more, to be on the safe side.

Because a speaker has her listener available right in front of her,
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teractive’ actions will not have to be carefully crafted from the be-
ginning, since they can swiftly adapt to feedback. 

So in summary,the eªciencyof conversation translates intoprom-
ising prospects for a similarly organized, interactive cognition. It
would enable an individual to act with more precision and greater
success,while at the same time using considerably less e¡ort, and do-
ing so in fewer words. Without having seen that this is possible, and
does happen in the case of conversation vs. writing, it would seem
impossible for interactive cognition to improve quality and decrease
e¡ort at the same time compared to the traditional, intramental,
mode of operation.

¿e advantages of interaction in the properties of conversation
translate into the corresponding cognitive organization that I will
call interactive cognition. In order to work out the details of this
scheme, we first need to look at the concept of interaction as such.

4.3 Preliminaries: The meaning of ‘interactive’
According to a dictionary, interaction means “mutual or reciprocal
action or influence”. Interactive cognition is meant to indicate that
mind,action, and world mutually determine an individual’s doings, in
interaction. Cognition, of course, e¡ects changes upon the world.
In conventional cognitive theory, it is the mind alone that deter-
mines what an individual does, in a simple causal relation. In inter-
active cognition, the cognizing individual on the one hand, and the
world on the other, reciprocally influence each other. In other words,
mind and world interactively determine each other, and in particu-
lar they interactively determine cognitive performance.

¿e essence of interaction is that both (or all) participants give
and take; speak and listen; act and perceive. ¿is mutual influence is
what breaks up simple causal schemes.A second point is that the traf-
fic back and forth comes in a frequent exchange of small and con-
centrated, e¡ective pieces, rather than as a few monolithic chunks.
It corresponds in part to the point about the use of less code and less
background information in conversation. ‡en feedback allows
speakers to reduce redundancy, it follows naturally that more, smal-
ler exchanges lead to less ‘dead weight’. To put it di¡erently, the fre-
quent exchanges make the interacting parts more closely adapted to
each other.

Another important point is that both parties make crucial contrib-
utions to the conversation, and in some sense on an equal level, so
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necessary adjustments accordingly. Instead of starting by providing
a great amount of background, a speaker can therefore be radically
concise and to the point, backing up and becoming elaborate only if
and when she has to, and even then no more than necessary. For ex-
ample, in the following passage from a casual dinner conversation, a
very terse question only requires a small elaboration to be under-
stood properly (Tannen 1984):

A: Do you read?

(1.0) 

B: Do I read?

(0.5) 

A: Do you read books?

¿e result of the interactive relation between participants in conver-
sation is that communication becomes much more eªcient. ¿ere is
no need for supplanting each phrase with an introductory lecture,
since it is straightforward and simple to determine what needs to be
said. A speaker can find out whether she is making herself under-
stood, and also make sure and be certain that she does, neither of
which a writer can. And all of this with fewer words than a writer
would need. For these reasons, conversation can achieve a higher
quality than can writing, all the while doing less work, using fewer
words, and in shorter time.

¿e comparison I have presented here implies that having cogni-
tion connect directly with the world, without intermediary repre-
sentations of it, leads to greater certainty. In addition to that, it also
suggests that action can have a second purpose beside the usual one
of producing the desired result, just like talk in conversation: Ma-
nipulating the environment will give cognition richer and more rel-
evant feedback.¿is makes a successful outcome not only more like-
ly, but also easier to reach.

Further, the separation of intramental cognition from input/per-
ception and output/actionwould in interactivecognitionbe replaced
by fine-grained, intertwined interaction.In this way, the activitycan
evolve in close coordination with the world, obviating redundancy
and making it lean and adapted to the specific circumstances. Sepa-
rated, “literary” cognition, not being able to get any feedback, must
instead produce the elaborate, redundant, better-safe-than-sorry
action schemes that are necessary to provide for all eventualities. ‘In-
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what is going on. In realistic cases, cognition, action, and the world
interact with each other in intricate ways that cannot be made to fit
into conventional explanations, because they sacrifice too much de-
tail in achieving their simplicity, leaving out too many aspects of
what they are supposed to explain. 

As a consequence, intramental cognition is a simple theory that
can explain simple things, but to explain realistic cognitive phe-
nomenaweneed a theorywhere theworld itself is included in the ex-
planation. One reason why intramental theory can be simpler is that
it needs to make no references to the world. ¿ereby, for example,
both action and perception can be left out of its explanations of cog-
nitive phenomena. 

In-the-world explanations, on the other hand, are not restricted
to entities in the mind only. ¿e world is not replaced by a problem
space including onlycarefullychosen aspects of theworld, and where
these selected aspects have also been carefully coded so that a simple
search algorithm will reach the right solution.

Instead, the interactive explanation includes such aspects of the
world as artifacts and their properties. ¿ereby it can explain more
complex phenomena, but it also requires the theory to explain how
the head and the world can work together. It is a theory of how the
mind interacts with the world and the things therein, and how indiv-
idual and world jointly determine cognitive activity. 

Interaction is the best way of using the resources of both mind
and world to their fullest, just as conversation can draw upon the re-
sources of both speaker and listener, unlike writing. ¿e di¡erence
is that the writer cannot involve the reader, while the ‘literary’ mod-
el of cognition has chosen to leave out the world, as it has been held as
an advantage to keep the world separate from cognition:

Perception and motor behavior are assumed to take place in ad-
ditional processing systems o¡ stage. Input arrives in working
[memory], which thus acts as a bu¡er between the unpredictable

stream of environmental events and the cognitive system. (Newell,
Rosenbloom&Laird 1989, p. 117, my italics)
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that neither party is above or in control of the other. For example,
this would be the case in conversation if there were a clear and rigid
question–answer structure, where the speaker controls the direction
of discourse, and the listener’s contributions were subordinate to
and regulated by the speaker’s actions.

But there is also a derived, second sense of interaction, the one
used for example when experimental psychologists speak of “inter-
action e¡ects”. With this, they mean that they have not been able to
isolate a single, simple cause for a certain e¡ect, but multiple ones
that also influence or interact with each other, so that it is impossible
to establish a simple causal relation. 

In this case, interaction means approximately “a complex rela-
tion”. ¿is is the extended sense of interactive cognition, saying that
the relation between cognition, action, and the world is not as sim-
ple as traditional theories have it. ¿is relation cannot be reduced
into a simple causal one, from cognition to action to the world. A
linear relation is definitely too simplistic, but also a circular model is
too restrictive. In interaction, transitions may come from anywhere
and go anywhere, at any point. ‡at really happens is determined
by the contents and circumstances of each case, not by some general
organizational scheme.

¿is complex relation also means that cognition and action can-
not be reduced to two distinct phenomena. In my use, action retains
more of its everyday sense, like “activity”, or doing something, ra-
ther than mechanical motor behavior.

So at the core of interactive cognition is a process where cogni-
tion and action, or knowing and doing, are closely tied together, so
as to realize the tight interaction between mind and world. ¿e re-
sulting process is so tightly integrated that it cannot be broken down
into well-defined components with simple relations between them.
Terms like “doing” and “knowing” can only emphasize and con-
trast particular aspects of this integrated whole, they do not corre-
spond to distinct sub-elements. 

Including action and world in cognitive explanations
Traditional cognitive theory is simple and therefore can explain sim-
ple things like experimental tasks and well-defined problems, but
when more complicated cognitive domains are considered, typically
more realistic tasks such as design, then a more complex relation be-
tween cognition and action (and so forth) is required for explaining
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